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By ST AFF REPORT S

Department store chain Bloomingdale's is continuing to make over its 59th Street flagship with the opening of new
women's apparel floors, as it aims to bring a sense of fun back to fashion shopping.

The retailer has overhauled its second, third and fourth floors, comprising 128,900 square feet of contemporary and
luxury designer goods. Similarly to other recent department remodels, the fashion floors are designed with
interactivity and exploration in mind.

Revisiting ready-to-wear
Bloomingdale's second and third floors are devoted to contemporary fashions from brands such as Alice & Olivia,
Theory, See by Chlo and Rag & Bone. The levels are now connected by a staircase, allowing shoppers to more
seamlessly move between floors.

As part of the update, some brands have moved from two to three, including Ted Baker, All Saints and Sandro. Three
also houses the store's dress department and outerwear offerings.

Mixing fashion and beauty, Bloomingdale's has situated beauty counters for Tom Ford and Charlotte T ilbury amid
the contemporary clothing. This is also where the retailer has placed its millennial-friendly beauty concept
Glowhaus (see story).
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Bloomingdale's ready-to-wear floors have been renovated. Image courtesy of Bloomingdale's

In April, Bloomingdale's will be opening The Bar at Studio 59, which combines a cocktail lounge and content
creation studio, allowing visitors to get an inside look at photo shoots and more.

The fourth floor houses 31,000 square feet of luxury fashion, with offerings from Chanel, Giorgio Armani, Oscar de
la Renta and Michael Kors Collection.

As part of the update, new brands are being added to the assortment, including Jason Wu and Mary Katrantzou. Also
on this level is a 1,300-square-foot Moncler shop-in-shop.

Putting an emphasis on service, Bloomingdale's is launching personal stylists, who will be on-hand to direct
consumers in finding their personal style. In addition to in-store consultations, these staff members will be available
for house calls by appointment.

Bloomingdale's is also capitalizing on the growing popularity of high-end cosmetics by unveiling a new beauty floor
at its  New York flagship.

The retailer has been undergoing an expansive renovation to maintain its position as a shopping destination in the
ecommerce age. The refreshed beauty department has spa rooms, a fragrance hall, interactive displays and other
services meant to entice in-store shoppers (see story).
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